Fall 2011 Summary of Code of Student Conduct Violations and Sanctions

1 Judicial Point
- A student received one judicial point for being disruptive at a campus event.
- A student received one judicial point for disruptive behavior in a residence hall lounge.
- Two students each received one judicial point for a noise policy violation.
- Two students of legal drinking age each received one point for possession of an open container of alcohol in a public area.
- Eight students under the age of 21 received one judicial point each for possession of alcohol.

2 Judicial Points
- Two students each received two judicial points for failure to comply with the request of a College official.
- Two students each received two judicial points for possession of College Property (lounge furniture in their rooms).
- Two students each received two judicial points for possession of false ID.
- 43 students under the age of 21 received two judicial points each for possession of an open container of alcohol.
- Two students each received two judicial points for violating the pet policy.
- Two students each received two judicial points for violating the smoking policy.

3 Judicial Points
- A student under the age of 21 received three judicial points for possession of alcohol and a noise policy violation.
- Two students each received three judicial points for violation of the pet policy.
- A student under the age of 21 received three judicial points for possession of alcohol during dry period.
- Two students each received three judicial points for unauthorized possession of College property.
- 18 students under the age of 21 received three judicial points each for possession of open container of alcohol and disruptive behavior.
- A student who intentionally smashed a beer bottle near Martin’s Way received three judicial points.
4 Judicial Points

- Two students under the age of 21 received four judicial points each for possession of an open container of alcohol and a noise policy violation.
- A student received four judicial points for attempting to enter a locked facility without authorization.
- Three students who turned themselves in to their RA received four points each for damage to a residence hall table and window blinds.
- Ten students received four points each for fire/safety violations.
- 21 students each received four judicial points for consumption of alcohol during dry period.
- Seven students each received four judicial points for possession of hard alcohol.
- Three students each received four judicial points for unauthorized possession of College property.
- A student received four judicial points for urinating in public.

5 Judicial Points

- Nine students under the age of 21 received five judicial points each for consumption of hard alcohol.

6 Judicial Points

- A student received six judicial points for possession of hard alcohol and violation of the bulk alcohol policy.
- A student who turned himself in to Campus Safety received six judicial points for shattering a glass residence hall door.
- A student received six judicial points for possession of marijuana and drug paraphernalia.

7 Judicial Points

- A student received seven judicial points for possession of hard alcohol and unauthorized possession of college property.

8 Judicial Points

- Three students under the age of 21 received eight judicial points each for consumption of hard alcohol and violation of the bulk alcohol policy.
- A student who accepted responsibility for shattering a glass residence hall door was assigned eight judicial points.

10 Judicial Points / Suspension

- A student with previous violations accrued ten points and was suspended for one semester for marijuana use.
- A student was assigned ten judicial points and was suspended for two semesters for possession of drugs and drug paraphernalia.